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Edgar Allan Poe may be a hundred 
and fifty years beyond this world, 
but the themes of his beloved works 

have much in common with modern fiction.  
 
 

Devolution : a firsthand account of 
the Rainier Sasquatch massacre 
Max Brooks 
As the ash and chaos from Mount 
Rainier's eruption swirled and finally 
settled, the story of the Greenloop 
massacre has passed unnoticed, 

unexamined, until now. But the journals of resident 
Kate Holland, recovered from the town's bloody 
wreckage, capture a tale too harrowing and too 
earth-shattering in its implications, to be forgotten. 

 
Afterland 
Lauren Beukes 
Fleeing west to find a safe haven in a 
world vastly transformed by a 
pandemic that has killed nearly all 
men, a mother disguises her son as a 
girl to escape dangerous 

adversaries, including her own sister. 
 
The nesting 
C.J. Cooke 
A nanny taking care of two young 
girls soon suspects that nothing in 
their remote house is how it 
appears in this chilling Gothic 
thriller. 

 
 
 
 

The final girl support group : a 
novel 
Grady Hendrix 
A real-life “final girl”— the one girl 
always left standing at the end of a 
horror movie — who survived a 
massacre 22 years ago, works to 

overcome her past until someone becomes 
determined to take their lives apart again, piece by 
piece. 
 

Full throttle : stories 
Joe Hill 
The best-selling author of Strange 
Weather presents 13 short stories of 
supernatural suspense, including 
Throttle, co-written by Stephen 
King, in which a trucker is caught in a 

sinister dance with motorcycle outlaws in the 
Nevada desert 
 

The legend of Sleepy Hollow 
Washington Irving 
Two men vie for the hand of a 
wealthy farmer's daughter. Ichabod 
Crane, the superstitious 
schoolmaster is one of those men. 
One night, when walking home from 

the farmer's house, Ichabod is chased by the 
Headless Horseman, who "rides forth to the scene 
of battle in nightly quest of his head". 
 

The haunting of Hill House 
Shirley Jackson 
When four seekers arrive at a 
notorious old mansion, their stay 
seems destined to be merely a 
spooky encounter with inexplicable 
phenomena, but Hill House is 

gathering its powers and will soon choose one of 
them to make its own. 
 

The only good Indians : a novel 
Stephen Graham Jones 
Four American Indian men from the 
Blackfeet Nation, who were 
childhood friends, find themselves in 
a desperate struggle for their lives, 
against an entity that wants to exact 

revenge upon them for what they did during an elk 
hunt ten years earlier by killing them, their families, 
and friend 

 
The Hunger 
Alma Katsu 
A retelling of the fate of the Donner 
Party, with a Walking Dead style 
twist. As members of the party 
begin to disappear, they must ask 
themselves "What if there is 

something waiting in the mountains? Something 
disturbing and diseased...and very hungry?" 
 

Her body and other parties : stories 
Carmen Maria Machado 
Machado blithely demolishes the 
borders between psychological 
realism and science fiction, comedy 
and horror, fantasy and fabulism. 
She bends genres to shape startling 

stories that map the realities of women's lives and 
the violence visited upon their bodies. 

 
Bird Box 
Josh Malerman 
In an apocalyptic near-future world, 
a mother and her two small children 
must make their way down a river, 
blindfolded. One wrong choice and 
they will die. And something is 

following them--but is it man, animal, or monster? 
 
 



The Drowning Kind 
Jennifer McMahon 
A chilling new novel about a woman 
who returns to an old family home 
after her sister mysteriously drowns 
in its swimming pool...but she's not 
the pool's only victim. Be careful 

what you wish for. 
 

Mexican Gothic 
Silvia Moreno-Garcia 
The acclaimed author of Gods of 
Jade and Shadow returns with a 
darkly enchanting reimagining of 
Gothic fantasy, in which a spirited 
young woman discovers the 

haunting secrets of a beautiful old mansion in 1950s 
Mexico 

 
Survive the night : a novel 
Riley Sager 
When her best friend is the third 
victim of a serial killer targeting 
college students, Charlie, deciding 
to leave campus, accepts a ride 
home from Josh Baxter and, 

realizing his true identity too late, must win a 
twisted game of cat and mouse by surviving the 
night. 

 
Frankenstein, or, The modern 
Prometheus 
Mary Shelley 
In trying to create life, the young 
student Victor Frankenstein 
unleashes forces beyond his control, 
setting into motion a long and tragic 

chain of events that brings Victor himself to the very 
brink. How he tries to destroy his creation, as it 
destroys everything Victor loves, is a powerful story 
of love, friendship... and horror. 
 

The sun down motel 
Simone St. James 
A young woman takes a night-clerk 
job at the same roadside motel 
from where her aunt went missing 
decades earlier before uncovering 
the work of a serial killer. 
 
The Lost Village 
Camilla Sten 
Documentary filmmaker Alice 
Lindstedt has been obsessed with 
the vanishing residents of the old 
mining town, dubbed "The Lost 
Village," since she was a little girl. As 

doubt breeds fear and their very minds begin to 
crack, one thing becomes startlingly clear to Alice: 
They are not alone. They're looking for the truth... 
But what if it finds them first? 
 

Dracula 
Bram Stoker 
Presents the tale of a bizarre 
Carpathian count who drinks human 
blood to stay alive, and the 
Englishman who knows his secret. 
 

 
 

The Burning Girls 
C.J. Tudor 
An unconventional vicar moves to a 
remote corner of the English 
countryside, only to discover a 
community haunted by death and 
disappearances both past and 

present--and intent on keeping its dark secrets. But 
uncovering the truth can be deadly in a village 
where everyone has something to protect, 
everyone has links with the village's bloody past, 
and no one trusts an outsider 
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